AI & Robotics

RELIABILITY?

CUSTOMIZED PROGRAMMING

TRAINING

PHANTOM HAND

TECH REALIZATION

IT ISN'T A GADGET!

TRAINING

THIRD THUMB

HAND OR TOOL?

AUGMENTATION

DATA COLLECTION

SAFETY NET

FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH NEEDED

SIMULATED DATA

SO MUCH TIME

IM A HRA TOOL?

IS IT ACCEPTED?

FULL AUTONOMY IS STILL FAR AWAY!

THINKING OUT OF THE BOX!

CHANGES THE WAY TO OPERATE THE WHOLE BODY

IT'S A RAT RACE!

SECURITY

HACKER

#EFATEC19

#DEUZISZEICHNET
Developing Future Leaders for Science & Business

How to Find Talents?

Excellence System

Inequality

Professionalisation of HR Structures

Dependency

Free Spaces

Same Problem

Different Approaches

Silicon Valley Biotope for Development of Ecosystems

Talents Need Freedom

Scouting

Promising Talents for the Future

Talents Are Everywhere

Support

Where Are the Elites?

Ivy Towers

Light-Houses

Failing School Systems

How Should I Behave?

HR Structures

Mainstream

Perfect CV

How to Set Up?

Diversity vs Social Similarity

Same Problem

Different Approaches
BIOEconomy: Essential for the Future & Security of Mankind

Drivers
Research
Implementation
Sustainability
Regional Strategy
Multi-Actor Approach

24/03/2019

Global Challenges
E-Mobility
Urban Concepts

Awareness?

Not Just Biology
Revises All Sectors of Economy

To be +1.5°C

Roadmap
Closing the Gap

Transition

System Thinking
Net-Thinking

Mission 2050

Each 0.5 Degrees Matters!

CO2
Atmosphere

CO

Transition

SHIFT

Footprint Game

CO2 Budget

Green Financing

Start-Up Financing

Low Ball Effect

Heat Consumption

Increasing of Water

Zero Waste
IF YOU COULD READ MY MIND...

- Activity
- Taxi
- Scenario
- Maps
- Ethical Issues
- Legal Issues
- Lip Movements
- Express the Body
- Sound
- Neuro-Imaging Techniques
- Multi-Modal Imaging
- The Right Question
- Loss of Shell
- Bacteria
- Therapy Success
- Indicator
- Power of Odors
- Social Edges
- Influence Decisions
- This is Sarcasm

H.E.L.L.O. INTERFACE

- From Thought to Speech
- Electrode Grid
- Non-Invasive Technologies
- Anyone?

MAINTENANCE OR SERVICE?

A Better Way of Communicating

Context is Crucial!